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In January 2018, after several years of struggling with deficit budgets, we realized at a joint Finance

Committee and Vestry meeting that with guidance from diocesan representatives, we had successfully

overhauled our approach to parish finances and had moved to a sustainable approach to budgeting.

Previously, our budgets had included expenses that went beyond pledge and plate income; they relied not

only on facilities rents, but also on current bequests and withdrawals from our reserve funds to make up

the difference. Our budget revisions substantially reduced our operating deficit in 2017. We now have

plans in place to reduce the deficit still further in 2018 and are on track to achieve a balanced budget in

2019.

We are confident about our future because we are the Church that is “yesterday, today, & forever.” We

can demonstrate, why the church is important to people now, & continues to be. We offer a distinctive

answer to the question, “Why should I go to church?” When they have worshipped at All Saints’, “they

know they’ve been to church.” Our parish & its liturgy help teach the meaning of a sacred place where

God dwells. Yet our community of belief is itself important. When you look at our congregation you see

people of different backgrounds, lifestyles, & personalities. It is multi-ethnic & multi-generational (tending

toward an older age group). It includes families & single people, military & non-military, Democrats &

Republicans, San Diego natives & people from around the globe, those who grew up in the Anglo-Catholic

tradition & those who did not. Many of these people would never have had the opportunity to meet one

another, were it not for All Saints’ & the welcoming community of worship thriving here. We maintain our

welcoming community; we also keep the faith of the founders of our parish by continuing to reach out to

the younger adults who will carry on the faith.

Anglo-Catholic; God centered; Urban; Welcoming; Inspiring
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How do you practice incorporating others in ministry?

As a worshipping community, how do you care for your spiritual, emotional and physical well-being?
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We value the depth & breadth of the Anglo-Catholic tradition with the understanding that sacramental

worship is central to our life in service to God. We reverence the beauty & awe of the Holy Mysteries. In

addition to Sunday worship (Low Mass and Solemn Mass, both Rite One) we have weekday services and

monthly Marian Mass. Our music fully supports & enriches worship. The choir, which is gaining

recognition as one of the best small choirs in San Diego, consists of volunteers & paid section leaders

under the direction of a noted organist-choirmaster. We are hosting the Willan West 2018 festival, a

year-long celebration of 20th century liturgical composer Healey Willan, because our church offers the

traditional architecture and outstanding acoustics needed. This provides us with an opportunity to

demonstrate our style of worship to the musical community of the San Diego area, and attract new

congregants. All Saints’ appreciatea an approach to preaching that emphasizes inspiring biblical teaching,

centrality of worship, and implications of Christian teaching for the individual and community. All Saints’

has never welcomed the mixture of religion with politics

We are an incarnational community. Our historic church, one of the oldest institutional presence in our

neighborhood, is beautifully embellished & devotedly maintained. Within the parish, every opportunity is

taken to encourage and support personal devotion. We encourage the chain of prayer. We reach out to

people who need assistance. A strong web of friendships unites us. Individually we maintain a sense of fun

& sense of humor. This is a congregation in which everyone matters & people do not get lost. It is also a

congregation in which traditional devotion combines well with a typically San Diegan openness and

informality. We can summarize our means of caring for our well-being in this way: Physically – by visits of

clergy and congregants to home or hospital; by helping people come to church when they have difficulty

doing so; and by care for the church itself. Spiritually – by our lovely, Christ-centric services with their

thoughtful liturgy, strong yet delicate. Emotionally – as individuals and families are incorporated into the

church they find a warm fellowship of believers, supporting one another, having fun.

We do not have a comprehensive plan for incorporation and assimilation of new members in place at this

time. Nevertheless, at any given time a large portion of our congregation participates in the life of the

parish, as either acolytes or readers or greeters or members of the choir, the altar guild, the flower guild,

the Vestry, or the Preschool Oversight Committee. Active participation is not limited to a set,

self-perpetuating group. Those who currently play an active role in the church try to bring others in, and

often succeed. One of our most important tasks is to continue to strengthen leadership development; we

know we need to learn more about how to do that. We also need to continue doing everything possible to

help newcomers to All Saints’ and people who have never been actively involved in a religious

congregation find a role in our tradition of devotion and service.
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Our church welcomes and ministers to everyone it can reach, particularly those who live in the

prevailingly gay and multi-ethnic community in which we are located. For many years we have also felt

that we have an important role in revitalizing the faith of Episcopalians and other Christians throughout

our metropolitan area, especially those who are looking for a firm anchor of faith in a shifting and often

superficial world. As one of the oldest religious communities in San Diego we feel that we offer a

continuous witness of faith, and we seek to make this witness still more visible. Matching faith with works,

our members are active in several ministries for the homeless. In the past we have participated in food,

coat, and blanket collections and in preparing for the annual veterans’ standown event. Recently, our

Social Action Committee (SAC) developed a “blessing bag” ministry in which many parishioners

participated. As we move forward in 2018 and beyond, the SAC plans to focus on single-item donation

drives for non-profit organizations and shelters. We work, with some success, to help the homeless people

in our neighborhood to reestablish themselves with work and homes.

Since the early 20th century, we have been a destination church, ministering to the entire metropolitan

area and drawing people from throughout that area, while cultivating our relationship with our immediate

neighborhood. We operate a popular preschool, linked to the parish through our Preschool Oversight

Committee and the “retired” preschool chaplain. We provide space on our campus for specialized social

service organizations, including a Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) program and “Include Autism,” an

organization that offers an expanding program for autistic children. We provide facilities for three

Alcoholics Anonymous groups, including a group that has hosted a New Year’s Eve “Alkathon” in our

parish hall for more than 35 years. We are increasingly involved with the work and ministry of our

diocese. For example, our delegates to the recent diocesan convention are strong supporters of the

diocese’s prayer squares ministry, and we hope to play a more active role in this activity in the future. We

also maintain our contacts with the worldwide Anglican Communion through our connections with the

Society of the Holy Cross and the shrine of Our Lady of Walsingham.

We have enhanced our music program in recent years & now draw many people from surrounding

communities to concerts & special events. We are honored to serve as host for the Willan West 2018

festival with a year-long program including Masses, Evensong, and concerts [https://willanwest.org/].

During the 2017 City Fest we provided refreshments for participants and a very lively & diverse art &

music show for local talent. Stephen Cox (Professor, University of California, San Diego), author of

Changing and Remaining, an in-depth history of All Saints’ Parish, provided tours of the church. Our

Preschool Oversight Committee has contributed to the revival of our preschool over the past 3 years by

supporting development of a new program for toddlers & increased flexibility in meeting needs of families

for part-time programs. We now have waiting lists for both the toddler & pre-kindergarten programs.

Contact Mr. Robert MacLeod, bout our organist and choirmaster about music. Ms. Renika Battles,

preschool director about the school.
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What is your practice of stewardship and how does it shape the life of your worshipping community?

What is your experience leading/addressing change in the church? When has it gone well? When has it gone poorly? And what 
did you learn?
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Although generous bequests have provided us with an enviable endowment and other reserve funds, we

have never been a wealthy parish; we have always depended on the devotion of “ordinary people.” As

demonstrated in Stephen Cox’s history of All Saints’ (which we are happy to send to any who are

interested), this devotion has sustained us at all times of our long history. All Saints’ has a tradition of

individual giving—not just of money, though that is important, but also of time and talent. Where money is

concerned, we have focused most of our efforts on a fall pledge campaign. During our current transition,

we are learning of the need for a year-round comprehensive stewardship plan.

All Saints’ has had few significant conflicts & during the past 110 years even fewer regarding doctrine or

liturgy. All Saints’ people cherish their personal religious, philosophical, & political opinions, which are

diverse, but are tolerantly reluctant to introduce them to the church. Our style is to love one another,

period. Virtually all rectors of All Saints’ have shared that view. Our last rector, who departed for the

Roman church, was a topic of some debate in the congregation, the debate centering on his ability to

inspire & lead. Our best moments are when priest & Vestry address any matters of conflict together as a

joint effort. The Vestry eagerly solicits the congregation’s ideas, participates in Mutual Ministry reviews,

& last year sponsored a lively public dialogue in which all active parishioners expressed themselves, many

with memorable emotion regarding their devotion to the parish & hope for more active leadership.

Conflict is ordinarily addressed by personal dialogue & sharing of perspectives. Our best suggestions

come from those conversations.

The biggest change in All Saints’ during the past 40 years has been its gradual transition from a big parish

to a small one, a consequence of the flight of city people to the suburbs. We have addressed the problem

with an increasing focus on own neighborhood, a dynamic environment in which many are constantly

moving, & on the wider metropolitan area, with emphasis on those attracted to our traditional style of

worship. These approaches have worked on the small scale: we have attracted new members from the

neighborhood and from metropolis. But we have learned we need a rector who understands the need for

dynamic, inspiring outreach that brings new people into the church & systematically incorporates them

into the parish. We are aware this is a problem not limited to us; it is denomination-wide. We do not base

our hopes for growth on the rector's presence & efforts alone, & we are committed to the necessary work.

We recognize we need a priest with the experience, ability, & drive to provide enthusiastic leadership in

future outreach efforts.
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The Rev. Rob Eaton

The Rev. J.D.
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The Rev. Tony Noble
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Priest-in-Charge
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allsaintschurch.org

English English

facebook.com/AllSaintsSanDiego
facebook.com/AllSaintsSanDiego facebook

kjefferts@edsd.org

The Rt. Rev. Katharine

Jefferts Schori

dgdreyer@cox.net

George Dreyer

619.481.5451 athomas@edsd.org

The Rev. Canon Allisyn

Thomas

lbelt@san.rr.com

Larry Belt

gramalulocke@yahoo.com

Lucretia Locke

gramalulocke@yahoo.com

Lucretia Locke
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